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Stakeholder Advisory Committee Meeting #4
Barnaby Reach Project

Tuesday, January 24, 2017, 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Meeting location: Concrete High School Commons

Meeting Purpose: Meet leads from technical consultant selected for next phase of work on Barnaby Reach
Project, and hear their presentation on previous large river projects completed by the consultant.  Hear about,
and discuss technical work to be conducted over the next year.

SUMMARY

Introductions and Agenda Review
Cynthia Carlstad (facilitator) opened the meeting, reminded participants about the role for the Stakeholder
Advisory Committee and its ground rules, and reviewed the agenda.  Participants introduced themselves.

Barnaby Reach Project Status Update
Devin Smith gave a project status update:

 Technical Advisory Committee – This group was formed last summer to provide independent
technical review and support to the project.  Members are: Jon Riedel (North Cascades National
Park), Rob Schanz (WSDOT), and Vaughn Collins, Casey Kramer (NHC).  They assisted with
writing the preliminary scope of work for the technical consultant request for proposal (RFP),
reviewed technical consultant proposals, and are currently assisting with finalizing the scope of work
for the technical consultant (Natural Systems Design or “NSD”) contract.  Jon Riedel reported that
his input included reviewing the scope of work and considering what qualifications and experience
were needed, then reviewing the technical consultant proposals in that light.

 Technical consultant selection process – Devin described the process that the project sponsors
used to solicit consultant proposals and select a consultant.  The RFP was advertised in the Daily
Journal of Commerce, which is the primary source used by most consultants.  Three proposals were
received.  Two of the three proposals were short-listed for interview.  Two interviews were
conducted with each of the two short-listed teams.  NSD was selected based on the team’s
significant experience implementing large river projects and their experience communicating about
complex projects with stakeholders and communities.

NSD Experience with Similar Large River Projects
Leif Embertson and Tim Abbe of NSD described their team, and presented a summary of project
experience relevant to the Barnaby Reach Project:

 NSD team includes Aspect Consulting for groundwater and geotechnical needs.
 NSD is a small firm, based in the Pacific Northwest that specializes in river science and engineering.

Their core business is focused on restorative flood protection and aquatic habitat restoration.  They
have extensive project analysis, design and implementation experience throughout Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana.

 Tim described the following built project examples:
o Upper Sandy River, Clackamas County Oregon – Actively migrating river; client sought to re-

engage side channel and floodplain.  NSD identified potential risks to neighboring residential
landowners, and advised client to downscale project.  NSD designed additional protective
measures to keep river from moving into locations that could put risk on residential
neighbors.  Project was constructed in 2016.

o Cowlitz River / Otter Creek Side Channel – Client sought to re-engage a historical side
channel at the base of the valley side, but NSD’s assessment findings indicated that re-
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engaging the channel could create slope stability risk by undermining an area below
residential properties. Instead, NSD proposed creating a new, parallel side channel that
would not pose a risk to the private landowners. NSD designed features that would allow
some water into the base-of-slope side channel, but not enough to create an erosion risk.
The project was constructed in 2016.  These homes now have a lower risk than before the
project, when the river could have shifted to the side channel on its own.

o Hoh River, Olympic Peninsula /State Route 101 Protection – An array of large log jams were
installed to nudge the river channel into a less-attacking angle to the highway.  This project
was constructed in 2004 and has functioned as intended.

o South Fork Nooksack River / Hutchinson Creek Side Channel Reconnection Project – Similar
to the Upper Sandy River example, this project entailed a major side channel reconnection.
NSD’s assessment identified potential risks to neighboring landowners requiring additional
protective measures against channel migration / avulsion (sudden channel changes). This
project was constructed in 2006, and has functioned as intended.

Questions/Answers:
1. Jon Riedel:  What other structure do you design beside log jams, specifically related to the influence

of wood and log jams on channel changes and project function?
Tim/Leif:  Designs often include graded channels, rock, and rock/wood combinations. NSD works to
provide multiple treatment recommendations (from hard to soft) for a particular project to meet the
intended function and site constraints.

Technical Work to be Completed over the Next Year, and How that will be Coordinated with the
Community, Other Stakeholders, and Tribes
Devin Smith, Leif Embertson, and Tim Abbe talked through major elements of work that will be conducted
over the next 6-9 months.  This work will focus only on characterizing existing conditions, and will not
include evaluation or decisions on alternative project configurations.

 Community/stakeholder input into scope of work – Devin displayed three slides that list and map the
summary of community/stakeholder input compiled by the project team from these meetings and
individual interviews.  This information was used by Technical Advisory Group to develop the RFP
and also provided to consultants who bid on the project.

 LiDAR, survey, ground and surface water level data – (Devin)  SRSC is acquiring new topography
and bathymetry data through LiDAR and spot field surveys (for bridges/culverts and verification of
LiDAR accuracy).  The geographic extent of this survey has been increased to downstream from the
Sauk River confluence and upstream from Illabot Creek, and spans the entire floodplain width.  Also,
surface and ground water level data is still being collected continuously to allow correlation of water
levels with flood and river/creek flow (including tributary streams in the South Rockport area). The
project team is considering whether more groundwater data are required.
Questions/Answers:

1. Cynthia:  How accurate can we expect the LiDAR to be?
Leif:  A couple centimeters

2. Christie Fairchild:  How does it work with snow?
Devin/Leif:  Snow is a problem for LiDAR, which is why the LiDAR vender is waiting for a
window in the early spring when the snow is gone, but the vegetation has not yet leafed out.

 Hydrology / Hydraulics and Modeling – (Leif)
o It is important to understand how models will be used for this analysis.  Models are useful,

but they do not provide “answers,” they only provide “information” that can inform decision-
making.  Even the most complex models have inaccuracies.

o The magnitude of flows in the reach, including tributaries will come from gage data,
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regression analysis and rainfall data.
o Accurate topographic data is fundamental
o Team will use a 2D Army Corps of Engineers model (HEC-RAS), which is available for free

to anyone.
o NSD will also conduct a characterization of local-scale flood issues in the South Rockport

area.  This will include walking all the tributary drainages in that area, inspecting culverts,
and consulting with local people to understand local-scale flooding impacts.

Questions/Answers:
1. Jon Riedel:  When you model the Skagit/Sauk together, how do you predict phase?

Leif:  We can set up the model for Sauk-dominant or Skagit-dominant events, and will run
one of each type of event. The inclination is that more data are better, but it is usually
best to pick key historical events that represent and test the range of conditions of
interest. We already know that the South Rockport area can be affected by both Skagit
and Sauk River, and likely also from tributary drainages. For example, on the local
flooding issues, we would like to explore the option of upsizing some of the culverts in the
South Rockport area to increase drainage function.

2. Russ Dalton:  Would that include structures under SR 530?
Leif:  Yes, we want to understand how all structures in the south Rockport area influence
drainage.

 Geomorphology – (Tim)
o Geomorphology is the study of the skin of the earth.  The Pacific Northwest is an exciting

place for this study because is actively changing.
o Sediment in the old channels and slough/river banks will be sampled to assess how readily

material could erode (see purple and red icons on slide).  Vegetation can also impact how
readily river banks erode. A model called BSTEM will be used to aid in this assessment.

o River deposits are rarely uniform; there may be many different layers deposited as the river
moved around historically.  These layers also influence groundwater movement.

Questions/Answers:
1. Dan Berentson:  You talked about models being wrong.  How do you pull all the

information together from the various models?
Tim:  By doing this work, we will know more than we know now.  As Leif said earlier, we
will use the models to inform decisions, but also rely on information not in the models,
our professional judgement, and understanding the consequences for potential
inaccuracies.

2. Dan Berentson: How confident are you that you can make a recommendation for a
project that won’t transfer risk to others? How accommodating can you be to the local
residents to let them know they will be ok?
Tim:  Our first objective on that topic is to provide information to the residents about the
conditions in which they live now regarding flood and erosion risk. After we have
established that, we can evaluate how any tweak to the existing condition affects that
risk.  We have altered projects to work with communities, and sometimes a project is a
total no-go.
Cynthia:  It needs to be said that, based on discussion at Steering Committee meetings I
have attended, that any project that transfers flood and erosion risk to landowners
outside the project is off the table.
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Devin:  Agreed with Cynthia’s statement, and added that it continues to be the project
sponsor’s hope/intent that a project is developed that benefits habitat, fish, and
landowners.
Leif:  There is no cookbook approach to this. NSD brings experience to its decision
making in using these models, and focuses the models on the most significant
parameters that affect risks and benefits.

3. Jon Riedel:  Some aspects of the scope of work were not covered today, such as how
different flood/flow scenarios will be done.
Devin/Leif:  In the interest of time, we focused on the near-term work.  We are continuing
to work on the scope of work details for model runs and a few other areas.
Cynthia:  Can those details be discussed with this group prior to finalizing?
Devin:  Yes.

 Coordination and Communication with the Community, other Interested Parties – Cynthia presented
the handout titled “Barnaby Reach Project Outreach Plan Framework – 2017”, dated 1/24/17:

o This summary describes the work plan for the intersection between envisioned work by the
steering committee, technical consultant, community and stakeholders.  This is a planning
tool, and will likely evolve as work progresses.  Users should always refer to the version date
in the upper right-hand corner as to how current the framework is.

o The project team is committed to holding quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee
meetings going forward because the project work will now be more active.

o Most of the technical work over the winter and early spring will be focused on data collection
as Devin described.  Sediment, hydrology, and local flood characterization data may also be
collected during this timeframe.

o The project team is planning for a field trip in April in lieu of a Stakeholder Advisory
Committee meeting.  This field trip will be open to all, and will likely be scheduled for a
Saturday to accommodate more people’s schedules.

o Results from the technical work described tonight will likely be available in the fall/winter of
2017/2018. This will only include a description of existing conditions, based on the new data
and more detailed assessment.  It will not include an evaluation of project alternative
configurations.

o Steering committee discussions about potential project configurations will likely begin around
September 2017, and these early discussions will be shared with the community and
Stakeholder Advisory Committee.

General Comments
 Announcements/comments from stakeholder advisers

1. Christie Fairchild:  The three community representatives (Christie, Howard Stafford, and Russ
Dalton) held an impromptu community meeting on January 18 to update community members
on their meeting with NSD, and to collect questions that participants would like asked at the
upcoming advisory committee meeting.  Christie compiled a list of 15 questions from
participants at that meeting.  She will provide the list to Devin and Cynthia.

2. Howard Stafford:  I am happy with tonight’s meeting. Are there data on how successful these
projects have been to help salmon?
Leif/Tim/Jennifer O’Neal:  Yes, we can provide that.
Bob Warinner:  We have effectiveness data.
Russ Dalton: It would be useful to discuss why the hatchery didn’t work.
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Bob Warinner acknowledged the request, and stated that information could be provided.
Corey Ruiz:  You cannot compare hatchery and natural systems; they are very different.
Cynthia suggested that these two topics be included in a future meeting, or perhaps a
separate informational meeting.

 Announcements/comments from other attendees - None

Wrap-up
 The next Stakeholder Advisory Committee meeting will be an April field trip, with likely dates being

4/22 or 4/29.  The remaining 2017 meetings will be on these dates: 7/25/17, 10/24/17.
 The April field trip will be open to all.
 Draft meeting summary will be sent to all participants

Attachments:
 Document:  Meeting agenda
 Microsoft PowerPoint slides: Barnaby_Presentation-01242017 FINAL
 Document: Outreach+Engagement PlanFramework_012417
 Map: Barnaby_Areas_of_interest (information provided to technical consultants in advance of bidding)
 Document: Operating Procedures v8-24-15

Attendees
Advisory Committee

Jon Riedel, NPS
Dan Berentson, Skagit County
Christie Fairchild, Residential Land Owner
Russ Dalton, Resident, Martin Road
Corey Ruiz, Wildcat Steelhead Club
Howard Stafford, Residential Land Owner
Chris Damitio, WSDOT

Project Sponsors
Devin Smith, Skagit River System Cooperative, Project Manager
Steve Hinton, Skagit River System Cooperative
Bob Warinner, WDFW
Erin Lowery, Seattle City Light
Jenny Baker, The Nature Conservancy
Jason Buehler, Skagit River System Cooperative (note-taker)

Other Participants
Jeff McGowan, Skagit County Public Works
Dave Hallock, Resident Land Owner, Martin Road
Klint Wagoner, Citizen
Sherry Hornbeck, Martin Road property owner
Kaylee Galloway, Congresswoman Suzan DelBene’s office

Consultants
Cynthia Carlstad, Carlstad Consulting – Facilitator
Leif Embertson, NSD
Tim Abbe, NSD
Jennifer O’Neal, NSD



Stakeholder Advisory Committee Meeting #4
Barnaby Reach Project

Tuesday, January 24, 2017, 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
NEW Meeting location: Concrete High School Commons (directions below)

Meeting Purpose: Meet leads from technical consultant selected for next phase of work on Barnaby Reach
Project, and hear their presentation on previous large river projects completed by the consultant.  Hear about,
and discuss technical work to be conducted over the next year.

A G E N D A

6:00 –
6:10pm

Introductions and Agenda Review

6:10 –
6:25pm

Barnaby Reach Project Status Update

 Recap last year
 Technical Advisory Group
 Technical consultant selection and introduction – Natural Systems Design

(NSD)
 Project timeline

6:25 -
6:40pm

NSD Experience with Similar Large River Projects

 Sandy, Cowlitz, Hoh River projects
 Other team experience
 Approach to addressing risks associated with large river projects
 NSD approach to working with the community

6:40–
7:45pm

Technical Work to be Completed over the Next Year, and How that will be Coordinated
with the Community, Other Stakeholders, and Tribes

 LiDAR and survey
 Refine hydraulic model (additional hydrology, extent, and flows)
 Evaluate channel migration
 Characterize sediment and sediment transport
 Characterize interconnection between shallow groundwater in south Rockport

and project area
 More detailed investigation of local flood issues
 Coordination and communication with the community, other interested parties

7:45 –
7:55pm

General comments

 Announcements/comments from stakeholder advisers
 Announcements/comments from other attendees

7:55 -
8:00pm

Wrap-up

 Scheduling next meeting – quarterly – 4/22 or 4/29 field trip?, 7/25/17, 10/24/17
 Meeting summary availability
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Barnaby Reach Project Stakeholder Advisory Committee
Participation Protocols and Meeting Guidelines

Purpose for Stakeholder Advisory Committee
The Barnaby Reach Project Stakeholder Advisory Committee (“the Committee”) is convened by the Skagit River
System Cooperative, Seattle City Light, The Nature Conservancy, and Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife (Project Sponsors) to provide a forum for stakeholders to regularly get information about activities
associated with the Barnaby Reach Project, and for stakeholders to inform and engage with the project
sponsors.

Participants
The Committee is comprised of representatives from major known stakeholder entities as shown below:

 Community Residents
 Washington State Department of Transportation
 U.S. Forest Service
 Washington Department of Natural Resources
 National Park Service
 Upper Skagit Tribe
 Wildcat Steelhead Club
 Sierra Pacific Industries
 Skagit County

How Stakeholder Advisory Committee Input Will Be Used by the Project Sponsors
The Project Sponsors are looking for perspectives, preferences, information, and historical/on-the-ground
knowledge from the Committee, and will incorporate the Committee’s input, as well as feedback from the
broader public, into its decision-making process to the maximum extent feasible.

The Project Sponsor’s goals for the Committee are to:
1. Create a vision of project success that is shared between the community, stakeholders and the project

sponsors
o Set goals that are realistic and accurate
o Develop reasonable expectations of project outcomes given constraints

2. Ensure Community and Stakeholder input is collected early in the design process
o Collaborative decision-making with a full range of stakeholders
o Develop an understanding about the technical basis for decision-making
o Identify Community’s needs, wants, and desires
o Understand Community values and priorities before engineering starts
o Utilize the insight and ideas of the community in developing project alternatives

3. Assure process is credible and open
4. Provide stakeholder and community members with background and technical information
5. Foster an understanding of constraints, limitations, and risks

o Identify hurdles and restrictions up front
o Communicate realistic expectations
o Understand the limits of available resources and relative costs
o Not everyone will be completely satisfied
o Not every idea is going to work – flaws, cost, limited or localized benefit, etc.
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Committee Meeting Protocols
For the purposes of maintaining an efficient process and productive meeting conversations, Committee
members are asked to follow the below list of expectations.

1. Stakeholder Adviser Responsibilities
 Engage and focus on the meeting agenda topics.
 Communicate openly and honestly.
 Invite and welcome other’s contributions.
 Listen with respect and intent to understand, while keeping an open mind.
 Share the floor with others.
 Keep the best interests of the greater community first in all discussions.
 Air any disagreements during the meeting rather than carrying those disagreements outside of the

meeting.
 Support and take responsibility for group discussions.
 Attend meetings regularly and come prepared if materials are sent in advance.
 Communicate within your stakeholder entity such that you are equipped to represent it within the

Committee.

2. Facilitator Responsibilities
 Start on time, end on time.
 Develop agendas and prepare for each meeting.
 Work to assure that presentations and materials meet the needs of the Committee.
 Ensure that all members have opportunities and time to speak in meetings.
 Keep the Committee focused on the agenda topics.
 Serve as an impartial individual who guides the process.
 Suggest alternative methods and procedures to help the group make progress.
 Disputes will be resolved by attempting to come to a group consensus.
 Make space for all perspectives to be heard and represented.
 As needed, discuss issues and approaches with members between meetings in attempt to help the

group move forward in their process and tasks.
 Meeting Summaries

 Prepare and distribute draft meeting summaries to all meeting attendees within 1 week of
the meeting (unless otherwise agreed upon in advance).

 After the meeting summaries are distributed, they should be reviewed by each of the
meeting members and any corrections to be noted forwarded to the meeting facilitator
(Cynthia).

 Finalized meeting summaries will be distributed to attendees and posted to the project
website.  Hard copies will also be available at the next Committee meeting.

Representation of Committee Work
The Stakeholder Advisory Committee is not a decision-making body, however the protocols described above
strive for consensus agreement whenever reasonably possible:

 Administrative decisions such as meeting dates, times, and locations or amendments to the
Committee’s Participation Protocols will be established by consensus to accommodate the needs
and preferences of the majority of participants.
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 Committee work products for non-administrative topics will only be represented as authorized by
individual participants and the group as a whole.  Consensus agreement will be sought; however
differing opinions, beliefs, perspectives, and preferences will be included in any representation of
the Committee’s work if requested by individual stakeholder advisers.

Amendment of Participation Protocols
These operating protocols may be amended by the Committee at any meeting attended by a majority of
Stakeholder Adviser entities.
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A) Under some conditions, flow from Sauk 
River may contribute directly to flooding in 
Martin Road and project area.
B) Roadway elevation and number of flow 
crossings may contribute to flooding in 
Martin Road and project area.
C) Avulsion or increased flow into Bohs 
Slough could threaten SR 530.
D) Martin Road crossings and road elevation 
may contribute to localized flooding.
E) Existing Skagit River erosion likely to 
threaten Martin Road.
F) Log jams may reduce flow across SCL 
property and influence erosion at Martin 
Road corner. 
G) Potential surface and groundwater
connections between Harrison Pond, Lucas 
Slough and False Lucas Slough.
H) Road grades impounding False Lucas
Slough.
I) Hillslope tributary flows and Rockport-
Cascade Road elevation may contribute to 
localized flooding.
J) Existing dam may push floodwater 
entering Barnaby Slough onto the floodplain 
toward Harrison Pond.
K) Potential historic connection between 
Illabot Creek and Harrison Slough.
L) Impoundment likely limits backwater
flow into Barnaby Slough

Areas of Interest in the Barnaby Reach
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Barnaby Aerial view April 2016 by Sharon Brady
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AGENDA

 INTRODUCTION
STATUS UPDATES
NATURAL SYSTEMS DESIGN –

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
UPCOMING TECHNIAL WORK
COMMENTS/QUESTIONS
WRAP UP AND NEXT STEPS
2
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

 Developed Request for Proposals for the current phase
of technical work

 Reviewed proposals that were submitted
 Currently reviewing and finalizing scope of work

submitted by Natural Systems Design to work on the
project

 Will continue to provide input and review as work
products are developed for the project.

3

Jon Riedel, Ph.D., L.G. Geology North Cascades National Park
Rob Schanz Hydrology WA Department of Transportation
Vaughn Collins, P.E. Engineering Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
Casey Kramer, P.E. Engineering Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
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TECHNICAL CONSULTANT
 Competitive bid process
 Developed Request for Proposals
 Circulated RFP through multiple postings in Daily Journal of

Commerce
 Technical review of proposals and two interviews

 Natural Systems Design (NSD) selected
 Technically qualified
 Experience with engineering and restoration on large rivers
 Experience with communicating  about complex projects

with diverse community and stakeholder groups
 Finalizing scope of work
 Discuss in detail tonight

4
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NSD and Aspect – PROJECT EXPERIENCE

 Small business focused on river science and
engineering in the Pacific Northwest
Offices in Seattle, Bellingham, and Port Angeles
30 staff of biologists, geomorphologist,

hydrologists, landscape architects, and engineers

 Primary focus of work
Restorative flood protection
Aquatic habitat restoration

 Aspect Consulting
Groundwater and geotechnical experts
Experience in the Skagit watershed5
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE:  Upper Sandy River, Clackamas County, OR

7

Construction, 2016
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE:  Upper Sandy River, Clackamas County, OR

8

Construction, 2016
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: Cowlitz River Otter Creek Side Channel, 2016
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NSD – PROJECT EXPERIENCE (leif/tim)

10

Hoh River, State Route 101
Pre-project condition in 1994
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Hoh River, State Route 101
Two-years after project, 2006
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Hoh River, State Route 101
Five-years after project, 2009
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Hoh River, State Route 101
Six-years after project, 2010
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Pre-project, 2005

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Pre-project, 2005

Old
channel
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Construction, 2006
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Post-project, 2006
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Three years after, 2009
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Four years after, 2010
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Eight years after, 2014
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE: South Fork Nooksack, Hutchinson Side Channel, 2006

South Fork Nooksack,
Hutchinson Creek Side
Channel Project 2006
Ten years after, 2016
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TECHNICAL SCOPE OF WORK

21

 Additional survey and data collection
 Develop and test robust model of existing

conditions
 Evaluate existing flooding and erosion risks and

possible remedies
 Refine and evaluate a new suite of project

alternatives
 Identify and evaluate additional flood and erosion

protection measures that could be included in
project
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK - FIELD DATA

 More detailed survey on land and in channels and
slough

 Sediment characterization
 Importance of groundwater connections

(hydrogeology)

22
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK - EXISTING
CONDITIONS CHARACTERIZATION
 Extent of study area
 Upstream to WSDOT project, downstream below SR 530
 Include Sauk River and tributaries
 Include sloughs (at high flows and groundwater connections)

 Flood Characteristics
 Duration and season of flood events
 Evaluate actual flood events
 Rain-on snow and back to back flood events
 Influence of tributary and hillside flows
 Influence of Sauk River
 Influence of SR 530
 Climate change and extreme/catastrophic conditions

 Validation with actual flood level measurements

 Underlying geology to determine which areas most susceptible to
channel avulsions

23
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK – AREAS OF
INTEREST

24
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DATA – FLOOD OBSERVATIONS

25
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DATA -- TOPOGRAPHY AND BATHYMETRY

26
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OTHER DATA

 Past field data
 dikes and infrastructure
 sloughs and river bathymetry to test LiDAR

 Additional field data collection
 culverts/bridges
 Slough bathymetry to test LiDAR

27
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DATA -- WATER LEVEL MONITORING

28
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDROLOGY

Purpose: Provide information on magnitude and
during of flows within the project reach for use in
geomorphic, flood, and habitat evaluation

Data Collection: Primarily gage data, regression
analysis, and rainfall data

Analysis Methods: Gage statistics (peak flow and
exceedance), historical flood re-creation, climate
change effects

29
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDROLOGY

Outputs: Hydrologic results for Skagit River, Sauk
River, Illabot Creek, south and north valley
hillslope drainages
 Flow duration curves (low and normal)
 Synthetic flood hydrographs (2yr, 100yr,

100yr+climate change)
 2 Historic flood hydrographs

30
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDRAULICS

Purpose: Evaluate sources/extents of flooding during
high flows and available habitat area during normal
and low flows

Data Collection: Floodplain and channel topography,
calibration data (high water marks, staff gauges),
roughness characterization)

Analysis Methods: 2D hydraulic model (HEC-RAS 5.0)
of study reach. Model calibrated to high/low data and
run for low, normal, 2yr, 100yr, and 100yr+climate
change flows
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDRAULICS
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LOCAL FLOODING EVALUATION

Purpose: Assess drainage network through
South Rockport community

Data Collection: Field assessment, culvert and
channel sizing

Analysis Methods: Hydrology analysis, channel
and culvert capacity analysis, identify drainage
improvements
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - GEOMORPHOLOGY

Purpose: Evaluate sources/trends/rates of change
(lateral and vertical) within the study area

Data Collection: Sediment characterization along main
and main channels. Vegetation characterization within
project area.

Analysis Methods: Evaluate geotechnical safety factor
of channel banks at key locations. Sediment mobility
channel substrate.
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - GEOMORPHOLOGY
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDROGEOLOGY

Purpose: Assess existing groundwater conditions
within the project area specific to surface water
and slough hydrology.

Data Collection: Ongoing. Option to install more
wells.

Analysis Methods: Review of well log information
and development ground water contour maps
during low and high flow seasons
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TECHNICAL APPROACH - HYDROGEOLOGY
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COORDINATION WITH COMMUNITY

 Quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee
meetings
April field trip

 Community meetings
April field trip
September existing conditions report

Monthly meeting with community advisers
 Project materials

Project website:
https://barnabystudy.wordpress.com
Upper Skagit Library – hard copies
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Working draft, updated: 1/24/2017

Barnaby Reach Project Outreach Plan Framework - 2017
January February March April May June July August September October November December

Steering
Committee

1/17/17
 Prep for SAC

meeting
 Risk tolerance

and mgmt.
 Community

acceptance
criteria
discussion

 PM business

2/21/17
 Debrief SAC

meeting
 Prep for field

tour
 Risk tolerance

and mgmt.
(individual +
collective)

 PM business

3/21/17
 PM business
 Plan for April

field trip
 General

outreach
updates

4/18/17
 Prep for field trip
 General

outreach
updates

 PM business

5/16/17
 Debrief field trip
 General

outreach
updates

 PM business

6/20/17
 PM business
 Plan for July SAC

meeting
 General

outreach
updates

7/18/17
 Preview NSD

materials for SAC
meeting

 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

8/15/17
 Debrief SAC

meeting
 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

9/19/17
 Alternatives

configuration
discussion

 Plan for October
SAC meeting

 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

10/17/17
 Alternatives

configuration
and evaluation
discussion

 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

11/21/17
 Phase 2 Existing

Conditions
report review

 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

12/19/17
 Phase 2 Existing

Conditions
report review

 PM business
 General

outreach
updates

Community
Adviser
Dinners

Replaced with
Advisory
Committee
meeting

2/28/17
 Debrief SAC

meeting
 2017 schedule

3/28/17
 Field trip

planning
 Martin Road

subbasin field
recon

 Other updates

Replaced with
field trip meeting

5/23/17
 Debrief field trip
 Other updates

6/27/17
 Other updates

Replaced with
Advisory
Committee
meeting

8/22/17
 Technical work

preliminary
results (maybe
have NSD come
to this one)

 Community
meeting plan

9/26/17
 Community

meeting debrief
 Schedule and

approach for
alternative
configurations to
evaluate

Replaced with
Advisory
Committee
meeting

11/28/17
 Results/report

summary
 Test alternative

concepts

12/26/17
 May reschedule

or skip if holiday
schedules
conflict

Stakeholder
Advisory
Committee

1/24/17
 Introduce NSD
 Project update
 NSD present

project examples
 Scope of work

Email update Email update 4/25/17
 Field trip (move

date to Saturday
or Sunday?)

Email update Email update 7/25/17
 NSD progress

report on
technical work

 Debrief field tour
 Other project

updates

Email update Email update 10/24/17
 Preliminary

results
presentation -
hydraulic
modeling and
geomorphic
characterization

Email update Email update

Community
Events &
Meetings

 Individual
meetings

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 Field tour
 General email

update
 Upper Skagit

Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 One-on-one
meeting(s)

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 Community
meeting

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

 General email
update

 Upper Skagit
Library binder

Media,
Political
Outreach

 Skagit Valley
Herald story

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 Invite
participation in
field tour

 General email
update

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
Concrete Herald
blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

 General email
update

 Blog post
 Concrete Herald

blurb

Technical
Work

 LiDAR data
collection

 Water level data
collection

 Hydrology
characterization

 LiDAR/DEM
development

 Water level data
collection

 Martin Road
subbasin

 Hydrology
characterization

 Subsurface data
collection

 Water level data
collection

 Subsurface data
collection

 Sediment
characterization

 Hydraulic
modeling

 Sediment
characterization

 Geomorphic
characterization

 Water level data
collection

 Hydraulic
modeling

 Sediment
characterization

 Geomorphic
characterization

 Water level data
collection

 Hydraulic
modeling

 Sediment
characterization

 Geomorphic
characterization

 Water level data
collection

 Hydraulic
modeling

 Sediment
characterization

 Geomorphic
characterization

 Water level data
collection

 Water level data
collection

 Characterize
existing flood &
erosion risk

 Existing
Conditions
report
development

 Existing
Conditions
report
development

 Existing
Conditions
Report (draft)
submittal

 



